[Craving for alcohol and prevention of relapse].
The long term course of alcohol dependence often includes one or several relapses, which can be divided into low (< 5 standard drinks = lapse, slip) and high intake of alcohol with loss of control (relapse). The biological etiology of relapse is derived from different phenomena such as alcohol craving, psychosocial reasons, development of withdrawal symptoms, different primary psychiatric diseases and "addiction memory". Moreover, the metabolism of alcohol itself substantially contributes to alcohol dependence. For about 100 years different definitions for subgroups of alcohol dependence have been described, of which the Lesch typology is internationally acknowledged, especially for medical treatment. This typology differentiates between four types of alcohol dependent patients in which prevention and treatment of relapse should be specific to the primary psychiatric disease of the patient and to alcohol related disabilities. The aim is a long term improvement of sobriety rates of alcohol dependent patients as well as quality of life and life expectancy.